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INTRODUCTION

The term record linkage as it will be used in

this paper is generic term for any process by

which the set of reporting units common to two or

more files of data is determined

Historically government agencies have been

the primary users of record linkage techniques
The reasons such agencies carry out record link

age projects are as varied as the purpose and

scope of the agencies themselves Consider the

following examples
The United States Department of Agricul
ture uses record linkage to update mailing
lists see Coulter and Mergerson 1977
Statistics Canada uses record linkage as

tool in epidemological research see Smith

1982
The United States Census Bureau uses record

linkage as tool in coverage and content

evaluation see Bailar 1983

For more detailed discussion of the history
and and use of record linkage by United States

government agencies see U.S Department of

Commerce 1980
As an area of study Record Linkage with

its associated statistical problems is special

case of larger area of concern This area

makes use of various mathematical and statistical

techniques to study the problems involved in the

classification of observed phenomena
Discriminant analysis discrete discriminant

analysis pattern recognition cluster analysis
and mathematical taxonomy are some of the specific
fields which study various aspects of the classi
fication problem While record linkage contains

its own specific set of problems it also has

great deal in common with these other fields

The basic unit of study in the linking of two

files Fl and is F1XF2 the set of ordered

pairs from Fl and F2 Given F1XF2 our job is to

classify each pair as either matched or unmatched

This decision will be based on measurements taken

on the record pairs For example if we are link

ing person records possible measurement would

be to compare surnames on the two records and

assign the value for those pairs where there is

agreement and for those pairs where there is

disagreement These measurements will yield

vector of observations on each record pair
The key fact which will allow us to link the

two files is that behaves differently for

matched and unmatched pairs Statistically we

model this by assuming that is random vector

generated by on matched pairs and

on unmatched pairs Thus the value

for single randomly selected record pair is

generated by pP M1p where

is the proportion of matched records

This model for the record linkage problem is

the same as the one used in discriminant analysis

In particular as is almost always discrete
the literature on discrete discriminant analysis
is extremely useful see for example Goldstein

and Dillon 1978 There are however several

areas of concern thdt seem to be great deal

more important for record linkage than for the
other classification techniques

Our topic of discussion in this paper block
ing arises from consideration of one of these

problem areas That area concerns the extreme
size of the data sets involved for even rela
tively small record linkage project The size

problem precludes our being able to study all

possible record pairs So we must determine
some rule which will automatically remove large

portion of record pairs from consideration Such

rule is referred to as blocking scheme since

the resulting subset of record pairs often forms

rectangular blocks in F1XF2

The literature on the blocking problem is not

extensive Brounstein 1969 Coulter and Mer
gerson 1977 and U.S Department of Commerce

1977 contain discussions of the practical as
pects of choosing blocking scheme however
they provide no general framework within which to

make such selection Jaro 1972 provides
framework for the selection of blocking scheme
but doesnt discuss the errors induced by block
ing Many other papers particularly those on

clerical matching contain implicit information

on blocking But so far there has been no sys
tematic study of this area

To provide such study we begin with the

following three questions
What are the benefits and costs involved
in blocking and how do we measure them
How do we select between competing

blocking schemes Is there best scheme
How do the various computing restrictions
effect our blocking scheme selection

These three questions will serve as guideline
for our investigation of the blocking problem

But before we begin this investigation we need

to consider some background material on record

linkage

II BACKGROUND

Again our job in linking the two files Fl and

F2 is to classify each record pair as either

matched or unmatched In practice however we

usually include clerical review decision for

tricky cases So our set of possible decisions is

Al the pair is match

A2 no determination made clerical

review

A3 the pair is not match

Now consider the class of decision functions
which transform our space of comparison

vector values elements of which we will denote
by to the set of decisions A1A2A3 Given
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two or more decision functions in this class what
criterion will we use to choose between them

In Fellegi and Sunter 1969 the argument is

put forward that as decision A2 will require
costly and error prone clerical review we should
pick decision procedure which will minimize the

expected number of A2 decisions while keeping
bound on the expected number of pairs which are

classified in error Since the unconditional
distribution of the comparison vector is the same
for any randomly chosen pair this reduces to

picking that decision procedure which will mini
mize PA2 subject to PA1IU ii and PA3IMA

Given that you know and IU
Fellegi and Sunter prove that the decision pro
cedure which solves this problem is of the form

A3 if ti

Dy A2 if ti t2

Al if t2

where Py M/Py IU ti is the largest

value in the range of for which PA3M
and t2 is the smallest value in the range of

for which PAl/U
It is this decision procedure that forms the

basis for our study of the blocking problem

III MEASUREMENT OF THE COST AND

BENEFIT OF BLOCKING

In the past sections we have outlined the more

general aspects of record linkage and defined the

blocking problem In this section we will discuss

blocking in the context of the decision procedure
given in section II

We base our general blocking strategy on the

fact that the proportion of matched pairs in F1XF2

is small So we will concentrate on blocking
rules in which the pairs removed by the rule will
be assigned the status of unmatched

FellegiSunter 1969 provides formal model
for blocking This model defines blocking
scheme to be subspace say of the compar
ison space Kelley 1984 provides preliminary
study of selected methods of measuring cost and

benefit The method found to have the most

intuitive appeal is one that is based on the

following amended decision procedure

A3 if ti or rc
Dy A2 if ti t2 andy

Al if t2 and

Venn diagram of this situation is given by

/////////// ///////\/ I//i//il/i//i/i

////////// I//I//I

I/I I/I//I S2 Si I/I//I

I//I I/I//I I//I/I

I/Il I//I/I I//I/I

I//I/I/I//I I/I/I//I/I I/I//I/I//I/I/I

I--S3 S2-I-Sl
ti t2

In this design Si and Si are the regions of

values for which make decision Ai under

decision functions given by and respec
ti vely

The error levels for this amended decision rule

are given by

PS3 PS3 p53 S3

PS3 S3

and

PS1 PSi PSifl S3

PSiflS3

These eouations give us means to compute cost

incurred by blocking on the subspace namely

PS3 S3 the increase in probability of

false nonmatch The benefit gained from block

ing on takes the form of decrease in the

number of pairs which will haveto be processed

We will measure this benefit by the uncondition

al probability that randomly chosen record

pair yields vector in the block

Now given two blocking schemes which both

have cost less than or equal to fixed amount
the preferred scheme is the one with greatest
benefit Thus we define the best blocking
scheme to be that scheme which minimizes pr
subject to PS3S3IM where is an inde
pendently determined upper bound on blocking
costs

IV COMPUTING THE BEST BLOCKING SCHEME

THE ADMISSIBILITY CONCEPT

Since the comparison vector is discrete the com
putation of the best blocking scheme will require

comparison of all competing schemes So its
in our best interest to reduce the number of

competing schemes To make this reduction we note

that if rl and p2 are two competing schemes

such that rl is subset of r2 then rl
uniformly better than r2 So we can remove

r2 from the set of competing blocking schemes

The following definition formalizes this example

will be said to be an admissible

blocking scheme at wO if

PS3 S3 wO and

for every that is subset of

PS3 S3 wO

The concept of an admissible blocking scheme

given by this definition is analogous to the con
cept of an admissible decision procedure It

serves to reduce hopefully to reasonable size
the number of blocking schemes competing for

best But unfortunately when actually applied
to the task of computing the set of admissible

blocking schemes this definition is very cumber
some The following lemma gives necessary and

sufficient conditions for admissibility which are

more favorable to algorithm development

Lemma

is admissible at wO if and only if

fl S3and
PyjM wO PS3_S3IM for all in

where S3 is represented by the shaded region
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Proof

If is admissible then PS3_S3IM wO
Further for we have PS3 S3IM

wO But S3 S3 S3 S3 yS3 So
PyS3IM PS3 S3IM wO

From this relationship we see that if is in

S3 then PS3_S3M wO thus S3 So

we have PYIM wO PS3_ S3IM for all in

Conversely we first note that S3_S3IM
wO Next let be proper subset of

then is subset of lii for some

So PS3S3IM PS3_S3IM PyS3IM
Thus we have PS3S3IM PS3S3IM
PYIM wO Hence is admissible

Now in theory we can use the result of lemma

to compute all admissible schemes However

since the minimum number of dimensional vector

values is 2n we would have to generate and

classify on the order of 22n subsets

For n5 this yields 4294967300 subsets

which is clearly too large for practical consi
deration So while the admissibility concept is

helpful in reducing the number of competing
schemes it hasnt served to provide us with

practical algorithm for the computation of the

best blocking scheme In the next section we

will give more attention to the development of

such an algorithm

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

The previous section provides general frame
work for studying blocking however it doesnt

give us much insight into the practical side of

determining block of records for possible

linkage If we keep in mind that I/O and com
puting the comparison vector are the biggest

consumers of time in the linkage operation we see

that admissible blocking schemes that require the

computation of vector value for each record

pair are not practical Thus though scheme

might be theoretically admissible it might not be

feasi ble
One solution for this problem is to block by

using certain fields on the record such as soun
dex code of surname or address range as sort

keys The blocks would be determined by those

record pairs with equal keys Thus the match

status of unmatched pairs would be implicitly

assigned to all record pairs with unequal keys
Restricting our study to blocking schemes

which are determined by sort keys implies that

the comparison vector we want to use will consist

of dichotomous components measuring agreement on

the record identifier fields We will further

assume that the components of the comparison

vector are stochastically independent for both

matched and unmatched record pairs
Now letting ml Pri1IM uiPri1IU and

be the blocking scheme determined by sorting

on components il...ik we have the following

result

Lemma

Suppose that mi1/2 and uimi for all then

is admissible at wO if and only if

wO PS3_S3IM
PyIM Max tlP yIU
wO PS3_S3IM

where is such that yil 1.. yik
yik1 .. yip

Proof

First suppose that

then conditions and

lemma and the fact that

for all in 53c

Now to establish the converse we first note

that since mi 1/2 for all PyIM
mm PyIM So PyIM wO PS3_S3IM
ycr
for all in Next we need to prove that çfl

S3 To prove this we note that ui mi

implies that mi/ui 1mi/1ui So PyIM/
PyllJ PyIM/PyU for all in Thus
rflS3 The converse follows from lemma

In comparing lemma with lemma we see that

lemma has definite computational advantage
above and beyond the reduction in competing
schemes gained by restricting attention to those

schemes based on sorting That advantage lies

in the requirement to check for admissibility at

only one point in the blocking scheme namely

This results in tremendous savings in com
puting time and simplifies algorithm construc

tion and coding considerably In the next

section we apply lema to simple numeric

example

VI AN EXAMPLE

As an example lets consider matching two

files of records based on the identifiers surname
first name and sex

Suppose we have determined beforehand that
for surname ml .90 and ul .05
for first name m2 .85 and u2 .10

and for sex m3 .95 and u3 .45
Retaining the assumption of the previous

section our discriminant function is given by

Ly 1n2ly in mi/ui
i1 iyi 1n2 1mi

1ui

To compute the FellegiSunter decision proce
dure we first compute for each agreement pattern

and then we order the patterns on increasing
The following table gives the results of this

operation

One minus

Pattern Sum of P.IM sum of P.IU

000 .00075 .52975 9.29
001 .01500 .14500 -4.76

010 .01925 .09275 3.62
100 .02600 .06800 -1.87

011 .10675 .02525 .92

101 .23500 .00500 2.67

110 .27325 .00225 3.79

111 1.00000 0.00000 8.34

is admissible at wO

follow directly from

PyIM ti PyU
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Using this tabie it is clear how one would

compute ti and t2 for given and

For example if we let .05 and ii .05

then tl 1.87 and t2 2.67 The actual values

of and are .026 and .02525 respectively

We will use this decision procedure to discuss

the blocking problem

Consider oul- space of admissible blocking

schemes based on sorting We note that since no

single component blocking scheme is admissible

we have total of four schemes to test Now
for convenience let 81 denote blocking on surname

and first name 82 denote blocking on surname and

sex 83 denote blocking on first name and sex

and B4 denote blocking on all components

The following table gives the information

necessary to determine the admissibility of Bi

values of wO for

Bi PS3S3IM pyIM

Bi .209 .03825 .209 wO .24725

B2 .119 .12825 .119 w0 .24725

B3 .1665 .08075 .1665 wO .24725

B4 .24725 .72675 .24725wO .974

Before we go on it is interesting to note that

the minimum wO value for which any of the Bi

admissible is .119 Thus the minimum loss we

can incur by blocking is an increase in false

non-match probability of .ll
Looking at the admissible blocking schemes as

function of wO we have the following

For .119 wO .1665 82 is admissible

For .1665 wO .209 82 and 83 are admis

sible

For .209 wO .24725 Bi B2 B3 are

admissible

For .24725 wO .974 84 is admissible

Now to compute the best admissible blocking

scheme we must determine which of the competing

schemes has the smallest probability of occur

rence The probability of occurrence of schemes

Bi say PBi is given by pPBiIM1pPBilu
where is the proportion of matched record

pairs Thus in general the best admissible

scheme will be function of

To compute the best blocking scheme for cases

and consider the following table

Bi

B2

83

PBiIM PBiIU

.765 .005

.855 .0225

.8075 .045

So for case 82 is the best blocking scheme

for values of .3214 and 83 is the best block
ing scheme for .3214 For case 81 is

uniformly the best blocking scheme

At this point we have demonstrated how to

select the best blocking scheme for fixed value

of wO But it still is unclear how one would use

this information to actually make decision about

which scheme to use To study this question lets
consider the nature of such decision To select

blocking scheme we need to balance the cost with

the overall benefit Lets redo our example this

time for several different values of wO and com
pare the benefits for the resulting schemes

The following is the first part of the list of

the best blocking schemes for all values of wO
This list is presented in increasing order of wO
The expected benefit in terms of the percent of

F1XF2 that would be examined is given for each

scheme To compute this benefit the approximate
sizes of Fl and F2 are required We used Fl size

200000 and F2 size 100000 in this example

Admissible blocking schemes at wO0.0492501

are as follows

The scheme determined by sorting on sex
The expected percent of the cross product of

this blocking scheme would examine is

bounded above by 45.00005%

Admissible blocking schemes at wO0.0992500

are as follows

The scheme determined by sorting on surname

The expected percent of the cross product
this blocking scheme would examine is bound
ed above by 5.00009%

Admissible blocking schemes at wO0.1442501

are as follows

The scheme determined by sorting on surname

and sex
The expected percent of the cross product
this blocking scheme would examine is bounded

above by 2.25008%

Admissible blocking schemes at wO0.149250

are as follows

The scheme determined by sorting on first

name
The scheme determined by sorting on surname
and sex
Of these the best blocking strategy as
function of the proportion of matched pairs
is as follows

For pO.000000000 to p0.939394700 sort on

components surname and sex
For pO.939394700 to p-.l.000000000 sort on

components first name
The expected percent of the cross product
this blocking scheme would examine is bound
ed above by 2.25008%

To use this list for decisionmaking purposes
one would have to have some idea about how much

data the.y can afford to look at and how large

false nonmatch rate they could tolerate For

example in looking at the scheme determined by

sorting on sex we have small though maybe
not small enough wO value but the number of

record pairs we would have to look at would be

around 9xlOlO which is clearly not feasible
Sorting on surname has slightly higher wO

value but reduces the number of records to

lOlO If we are willinQ to acceot an even

higher wO then we can sort on surname and sex
which further reduces the number of record Dairs

to 4.5xlO9
Another important piece of information that we

shouldnt overlook is the number of record pairs
we can hold in memory at any one time We dont
want to select blocking scheme for which the

individual block sizes are too large So not

only is the total number of pairs in the block

important but so is the number of states of the

sorting variable and the distribution of that
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variable over those states

VII SUMMARY

The blocking problem is intrinsic to record

linkage As such before link between files is

attempted decision must be made concerning the

appropriate blocking method
In this paper we study this decision along

with its costs and benefits through the record

linkage methodology developed in Fellegi and
Sunter 1969 This methodology applies classic
decision theory techniques to the record linkage
problem constructing the optimum classifer under

loss function analogous to that of hypothesis
testi ng

The result of our study is method which can
be used to balance the cost and benefit of block
ing This method involves maximizing benefit
subject to an upper bound on cost The measure
ment of cost and benefit is based on the Fellegi
Sunter method and as such makes use of
similar loss function
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DISCUSSIOIi

Eli arks Consultant

WItJKLER

This paper discusses Bill Winklers

presentation on Preprocessing of Lists and

String Comparison

Key factors in Preprocessinq of Lists are

The objectives of the system and the

costs of various levels and types of

matching error
Costs of attaining given matchinq

accuracy level by preprocessing vs
other alternatives e.g suitably
tailored tolerances
The nature of the matching system--

manual computerized mixed etc
How preprocessing is performed

Objectives

The objectives of the system and the costs of

matching error are intimately related For

example if the objective is to estimate under-

coverage of the U.S census in each state
city county township place etc for

purposes of allocation of representation in

Congress and state legislatures city/county
councils etc and for allocating federal and

state funds to state and local jurisdictions
uniform level of matching error everywhere is

more important than the absolute level of

matching error Thus preprocessing may have

little value if its effect is to reduce the

different types of matching errors by the same

percentages in all jurisdictions On the other

hand if preprocessing reduces urban matching
error more than rural it may be desirable or
undesirable depending upon whether the level
of urban matching error without preprocessing
is greater or less than the level of rural

matching error without preprocessing

Alternative Techniaues

The objective of preprocessing i.e re
duction of matching errors can be attained by
other means e.g the prescription of matching
tolerances and these techniques may cost
less than preprocessing For example soundex

coding is form of matching tolerance That
is all disagreements of vowels and some

disagreements of consonants are ignored in

determining whether pair of records match on
the soundexed identifier One can in fact
combine some preprocessing with tolerances

and perhaps other error-reducing techniques
to get more efficient matching system than

either can give alone For examp1e one can

prescribe standard abbreviations for the

address suffixes Avenue Street Road
Drive Place Boulevard etc but also

provide that an address match where the
suffixes differ will be accepted unless there

is another address match where the suffixes

agree For example Sutton Drive would match
Sutton Road unless either file contains both

Sutton Road and Sutton Drive
Standard spelling of name and address may be

achieved more accurately and more cheaply by

controlling data collection recording and

keying to put the data in machine readable
form than by preprocessing This would for

example avoid most of the errors of pre
processing by ZIPSTAM exhibited by the examples
shown in the paper Preprocessina errors can

also he reduced or eliminated by other means
such as the clerical insertion of distinctive

symbols to designate components of name and

address as outlined in Section below
It should be noted that selection of an

optimum matching strategy is heavily
dependent upon the types of matching
systems considered and that the choice of

type of matching system is vital part of the

determination of optimum matching strategy

Kind of Matching System

The paper by Winkler notes that matching
systems can be manual or computerized and

implies that preprocessing is largely un
necessary for manual matching systems think

his suggestion that individuals can usually
determine accurately whether pair of name and

address records is actually match or nonmatch
is somewhat optimistic Individuals can make
this determination so can computer system
but how accurately depends on the kind of

system The great advantage of competent
human matcher operating in properly designed
matching system is the use of judgmental

flexibility provided of course he or she has

good judgment and the matching rules permit him

her to use that judgment and have seen

many sets of matching instructions which do

not The great disadvantage of well-

designed manual matching system with competent
matchers is the human matchers slowness and

the inevitable drop in efficiency in operating
in system which requires examining large
masses of records and not in lack of clear
decision rules inconsistency of application of

decision rules and nonreproducibility of

results All of the latter do occur but can
be adequately controlled in well-designed
matching system although it is not easy
However humans cannot match the forte of the

computer--its speed in examining large masses
of data

The solution to this problem is to let the

computer do what it does well and let humans do

what they do well That is design mixed

computer-human system in which the computer
handles the large mass of cases which can be

classified as positive links or positive
nonlinks on mechanical routine basis

carefully trained and well-motivated humans

could then try to match the remaining cases
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